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CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. Absentee Auction:  The items in this auction will be sold at unreserved absentee auction, opening date Monday, January 7, 2019 at 9:00 AM 
Eastern (6:00 AM Pacific) closing date Wednesday, January 16, 2019 at 10:00 PM Eastern (7:00 PM Pacific) in a Timed Closing (see below).  
2. Descriptions: Norman C. Heckler & Company has made every attempt to describe correctly the property being sold. Descriptions are guaranteed 
to be accurate as regards authenticity, age, condition, and measurements to within one-fourth inch, as represented in this auction. When describing 
damage, we may choose not to list exterior wear or manufacturer’s flaws that, in our opinion, do not significantly detract visually or monetarily from 
the value of the item. It is recommended that you or a representative examine each item in person before bidding. We are pleased to provide verbal 
condition reports for our bidders. The Auctioneers reserve the right to make corrections and provide additional information at any time during the sale.
3. Preview: Items may be viewed by appointment at our offices.
4. Bidding Procedure: Bidding on an item may be done in one of five ways: 1. Internet Bidding, 2. Telephone Bidding, 3. Bidding by Postal Mail 
(we urge you to send your mail bids as early as possible), 4. Bidding by Fax (at least 2 days in advance), 5. Bidding by Email (valid only if bid is 
confirmed by Norman C. Heckler & Company).
Bidding via the Internet is strongly recommended.
We are pleased to receive bids by telephone so that we can answer any questions and assist you in your bidding. You may telephone us at any 
time (weekdays 9 AM - 5 PM) during the auction, prior to the closing of the sale, to check the status of your bids, to find the current bidding level, 
to open a bid, or to raise a bid on an auction lot. (These actions are also available as part of our internet bidding system).
Your bid, written, oral or electronic, grants Norman C. Heckler & Company the authority to protect you up to the amount of your stated bid. Your 
bid will not be removed once executed.
Norman C. Heckler & Company will not disclose bids pledged by others; only the current bidding level of a lot will be available.
The highest bidder shall prevail. It is the sole right of the auctioneer to settle any dispute between bidders and to regulate the bidding procedure. 
The auctioneer reserves the right to refuse any bid believed not to have been made in good faith.
Each lot in the sale has an estimate based on current value as an intended guide to bidding.
MINIMUM BID IS ONE-HALF THE LOW ESTIMATE

Increments are as follows:
Up to $250.00...............increments of  $10.00 $250.00 - $500.00..................increments of   $25.00    $500.00 - $1000.00...............increments of  $50.00 
$1000.00 - $2500.00.........increments of  $100.00 $2500.00 - $5000.00...........increments of  $250.00                $5000.00 - $10000.00...........increments of  $500.00 
 $10,000 & Up..................increments of  $1000.00      

An example - You bid $900.00 on a lot which is the highest bid received to date. The second highest bid is $550.00. The current high bidding 
level would be yours at $600.00. Any other bids submitted by others below $900.00 will be advanced automatically in the auction system.
Incoming bids will be accepted on the closing day until 10 PM Eastern (7 PM Pacific). Only online bids will be accepted after 10 PM Eastern  
(7 PM Pacific) for auction lots that are still open.
TIMED CLOSING: This auction will close at 10:00 PM Eastern on the last day of the sale; however, if there are successful bids on individual 
items within the last 10 minutes (9:50 - 10:00 PM.), then the auction will continue for those individual items. For each item that has received 
bids in the last 10 minutes, the closing of the item is extended until there are no further bids for a continuous 10 minute period. Lots that have 
no bidding activity in the last 10 minutes will close at 10:00 PM Eastern. 
5. Call Back Process: There are no “Call Backs” for this auction.
6. Successful Bidders: Successful bidders will be notified both by email and postal mail. A 17% buyer’s premium will be added to the closing 
price to be paid by the buyer as part of the purchase price. Payment is due immediately upon receipt of notification of purchase. No exceptions. 
Accepted forms of payment are bank check, personal check, cash, or money order. Bank check or money order will facilitate immediate 
processing. If you pay with uncertified funds, Heckler may not ship items until ten business days have passed from the deposit date. If you 
see that your check has cleared, you may send front and back copies of the canceled check, and Hecklers will remove the shipping hold. If 
you are a Connecticut resident, a 6.35% sales tax will be added to your bill, unless you provide Norman C. Heckler & Company with a tax 
exemption permit. Sales tax is also applicable to out of state buyers who pick up their purchases at our location unless you have a tax exempt 
number from Connecticut or your state on file with us.
All purchases and transactions must be in U.S. Dollars. 
7. Shipping:  Purchases will be shipped only after full payment has been received. All items will be shipped via United States Postal Service. 
Shipping, handling and insurance are extra. Our shipping charges for most glass items and accessories (excluding foreign shipments) are 
$20.00 for the first item, $9.00 for each additional item together with insurance costs ($0.60 per $100.00). Additional charges may apply for 
large or unusually shaped items, and/or certain postal zones which USPS attaches a surcharge. Some items may require transport through a 
fine arts carrier which can be arranged by the buyer or with Norman C. Heckler & Company. We encourage you to plan for a pickup of your 
items at our offices.
8. Refunds: Refunds will be given at the discretion of the Auctioneers. Items purchased must be examined and a request for refund made 
immediately upon receipt of the items. The Auctioneers will be the sole judge in consideration of refunds. It is the Auctioneers sincere intention 
to consider any reasonable request for a refund pertaining to a major oversight in the description of an object (ie: large epoxy repairs, large 
chips, extensive cracks, etc.) and not nuances of color, minute flaws, or normal antique “fair wear and tear”.
9. Administration: If at any time during the auction period an act or circumstance takes place which impedes or affects the normal auction 
process, the auction can be postponed or terminated at the auctioneer’s discretion.
10. Terms: Bidding on any item indicates your acceptance of these terms.
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1.  Freeblown Creamer, Westford Glass Works, Westford, 
Connecticut or a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 
1846-1873.  Bulbous body flaring to rim with applied solid circular 
foot, solid handle, and gadrooned application on lower body of 
five points creating a swag effect, dense yellowish root beer amber, 
inward folded rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 5 1/2 inches, 
greatest dia. 3 3/4 inches; (some minor exterior high point wear). 
Very similar construction to a sugar bowl illustrated in AP item 
#178    Very heavy and thick glass tableware item. A charmingly 
naïve New England bottle glass blower’s creation most likely 
influenced by a glimpse of more sophisticated decorated wares 
from New York and New Jersey window glass factories.    
 $4,000-8,000

3.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, probably America, 1820-1840.  
Pineapple form with three applied neck rings, golden yellow with 
a distinct yellow green cast in the sunlight, crudely tooled flared 
mouth with matching plain period stopper - polished pontil scar, 
ht. with stopper 9 1/4 inches; (shallow 1/16 inch flake on lower 
neck ring). 
GII-43    Here’s a piece that is a real joy to hold. Thick heavy glass 
and a strong mold impression combined with an unusual color 
make this one special. Rare mold. Generally fine condition.  Ex 
George S. McKearin collection, ex Francis LeBaron collection.    
 $2,000-4,000

2.  “W.H / 1723” Applied Seal Wine Bottle, probably England, 
circa 1723.  Squat form, deep to dark yellow olive, sheared 
mouth with applied string rim - pontil scar, ht. 6 3/8 inches, dia. 
6 1/8 inches; (string rim and top portion of mouth have been 
professionally restored). 
ASB pg. 600    A beautiful, early bottle with a nearly pristine 
exterior surface and boldly impressed seal.  Ex Tom Floyd 
collection.   $2,000-4,000
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4.  Eagle And “Granite. / Glass. Co” - Eagle And “Stoddard / NH” 
Historical Flask, Granite Glass Company, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 
1846-1860.  Medium olive amber, sheared mouth - tubular pontil scar, 
pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GII-81    An attractive example which is a bit brighter than most. Fine 
condition.   $200-400

5.  “Geo Eagle” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1845-1860.  Cylindrical 
with diagonal ribs, medium blue green, applied sloping collared mouth -  
iron pontil mark, ht. 7 inches; (shallow 1/8 inch flake on edge of base, 
professionally cleaned). 
An unusual mold which stands out from the rest. Generally fine 
condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $800-1,600

6.  Freeblown Fruit Jar, America, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, greenish 
aquamarine, sheared mouth with depressed wax sealer groove - pontil 
scar, ht. 7 1/2 inches, dia. 4 3/8 inches.  
Similar to L #3102    Retains cork and paper closure. Wonderful early 
form. Fine condition.   $300-600

7.  “Old Sachem / Bitters / And / Wigwam Tonic” Figural Bitters Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  Barrel form, rich orange amber with strong red 
tones, applied square collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/8 inches.  
R/H #O-46    A heavily whittled example with bold embossing. Beautiful 
color. Fine condition.   $500-1,000

8.  “Harrison’s / Columbian / Ink” Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Octagonal, 
brilliant olive yellow, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 1 5/8 inches, 
dia. 2 1/4 inches; (3/8 inch bruise on edge of mouth). 
Similar to C #529    A bright, beautiful, extremely rare color. Generally 
fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   $500-1,000

9.  “Old Dr / J. Townsends / Sarsaparilla / New York” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1845-1860.  Square with beveled corners, ice blue, applied 
sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 1/2 inches; (professionally 
cleaned with light remaining wear marks). 
AAM pg. 520    Beautiful, bright blue glass with imbedded white 
impurities. Generally fine condition.   $750-1,500

10.  Old English Paperweight Related Drinking Vessel, 
England, 1920-1930.  Cylindrical bucket form, colorless with 
multicolor cane base, tooled flared rim - polished pontil scar, 
ht. 2 3/8 inches, greatest dia. 2 3/8 inches.  
A beautiful little shot glass with an intricate decoration. Fine 
condition.   $100-200

11.  Sunburst Flask, New England, 1815-1830.  Deep olive 
green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (1 1/2 inch area along 
edge of base has been polished, the neck is a replacement 
from another flask). 
GVIII-12    An extremely rare flask with a real presence and 
provenance.  Ex Robert Mebane collection.   $400-800
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12.  Pattern Molded Serving Bottle, thirteen ribs slightly swirled to the 
right, Midwest America, 1820-1840.  Flattened chestnut form, brilliant 
aquamarine, rolled round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 9 3/8 inches; 
(just a few light scattered exterior wear marks). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 236, #6    A simple and 
elegant form. Rare mold. Fine condition.   $400-800

13.  “Dr Langley’s / Root & Herb / Bitters / 99 Union St / Boston” Bitters 
Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, rich yellowish orange amber, 
applied square collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 8 5/8 inches; (lightly 
professionally cleaned, 1/4 inch surface flake on base). 
R/H #L-21    Rare in this color. Generally fine condition.   $200-400

14.  Anchor And “Baltimore / Glass Works” - Phoenix And “Resurgam” 
Historical Flask, Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 1860-1870.  
Bright medium yellow green with an olive tone, applied sloping collared 
mouth - smooth base, pint; (light exterior high point wear, 1/4 inch surface 
bruise on outer edge of mouth, 1/2 inch bruise on inner edge of mouth). 
GXIII-53    A beautiful and rare color for this mold.   $700-1,400

15.  “Hitchcock’s / Tricopherous / For The Skin / And Hair / New Haven” 
Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners, 
aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 inches; 
(light patchy interior haze). 
AAM pg. 239    A rare bottle with bold embossing. Fine condition.  Michael 
Ray collection.   $300-600

16.  Freeblown Demijohn, New England, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical, 
medium olive amber, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
11 3/4 inches.  
Similar to L/P plate 6, 2nd row, #1    A different and rare early form being 
wider at the shoulders than the base. Fine condition.   $400-800

17.  “E.S. & H. Hart” - “Superior / Soda Water / Union Glass Works” 
Soda Water Bottle, Union Glass Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
1857-1860.  Cylindrical, medium blue green, applied heavy collared 
mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 3/8 inches.  
WB pg. 41    A beautiful example in pristine condition.  Michael Ray 
collection.   $400-800

18.  Blown Three Mold Handled Mug, Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical with applied 

solid ribbed handle, colorless, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 3 1/8 
inches, dia. 2 7/8 inches; (overall manufacturing crizzled effect). 
GII-18    A fine piece of early American tableware. Crisp mold 
impression and flawless handle.   $300-600

19.  Umbrella Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Octagonal, 
brilliant deep cherry puce, sheared mouth - pontil scar, 
ht. 2 1/2 inches, dia. 2 1/2 inches; (just a hint of exterior high 
point wear). 
Similar in form to C #145    Wonderful glass character and 
color. Unusual and rare with two embossed “dots” on 
opposing panels. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   
 $1,000-2,000
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20.  “J.H. Yale. / & C / Middletown / Conn” Soda Water Bottle, America, 
1851-1858.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, applied heavy collared mouth - iron 
pontil mark, ht. 7 1/2 inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
WB pg. 48 and 49    This scarce bottle is only known in aquamarine. 
Generally fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $200-400

21.  Eagle And “Pittsburgh / PA” - Eagle Historical Flask, Pittsburgh 
district, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1860-1870.  Dark yellow olive, applied 
mouth with ring - smooth base, pint; (1 1/8 inch open bubble near base). 
GII-106    A somewhat different color for this mold.   $200-400

22.  “Lancaster / Glass Works / Lancaster NY” Base Embossed Figural 
Whiskey Bottle, Lancaster Glass Works, Lancaster, New York, 1860-1870.  
Barrel form with vertical panels around mid body, medium yellow olive 
with a topaz tone, applied square collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 3/8 
inches; (shallow 1/8 inch flake on edge of mouth). 
H #2043    A beautiful rich color. Generally fine condition.   $750-1,500

23.  Early Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Cone form, medium blue green, 
inward rolled mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 2 1/4 inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches.  
C #23    Beautiful form and color. Fine condition.  Ex Roger Long 
collection, Bill Dyer collection.   $400-800

24.  “Congress & Empire Spring Co / Hotchkiss’ Sons / C / New York / 
Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, 
medium green with an olive tone, applied sloping collared mouth with 
ring - smooth base, pint.  
T #C-15B    A crude, bubbly example with slag and impurities in the neck 
and shoulder. Beautiful color. Fine condition.   $200-400

25.  “The / Craig Kidney / Cure / Company” Medicine Bottle, America, 
1870-1880.  Oval, medium yellowish amber, applied double collared 
mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 5/8 inches; (light washable content residue). 
AAM pg. 120    Old cork is stuck in neck, string remnants are tied 
around neck. A pristine example with a wonderful exterior surface. Fine 
condition.   $200-400

26.  Master Ink Bottle, America, 1845-1860.  Twelve sided with fluted 
shoulders, light sea green, applied flared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 
inches, dia. 5 inches; (faint 3/4 inch fissure on edge of a panel). 
Similar in form and construction to C #780    Wonderful form, an 
appealing size and a crudely applied mouth make this one special. 
Generally fine condition.  James Scharnagel collection.   $250-500

27.  Pitkin Type Flask, ribbed and swirled to the right, 36 ribs, probably 
Pitkin Glass Works, Manchester, Connecticut, 1783-1830.  Medium to 
deep olive, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 3/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to MW pg. 315, #2    Crisp mold 
impression and beautiful bright color.  Fine condition.   $500-1,000
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31.  Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1870-1880.  Igloo form with 
twenty one vertical ribs, medium strawberry puce, ground 
mouth - smooth base, ht. 2 1/8 inches, dia. 2 inches; (sheared with 
manufacturer’s ground mouth). 
Similar to C #648    An absolutely beautiful and rare color in a mold 
that may be unique. Fine condition.  Ex Robert Mebane collection, 
Bill Dyer collection.   $1,500-3,000

28.  Blown Three Mold Ink Bottle, three piece mold construction, 
New England, 1815 1830.  Cylindrical with horizontal rings, 
medium to deep olive, outward folded mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
1 15/16 inches, dia. 2 1/8 inches.  
An extremely rare mold which is unlisted in Covill’s text    A 
wonderful New England rarity. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer 
collection.   $1,500-3,000

29.  Early Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Cone form, medium 
copper puce, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 3/8 inches, 
dia. 2 3/8 inches.  
C #23    A rare, fabulous color. Fine condition.  Ex Robert Mebane 
collection, Bill Dyer collection.   $1,500-3,000

30.  “Locomotive Ink” - “Trade Mark Reg’d” Figural Ink Bottle, 
America, probably 1874-1890.  In the form of a locomotive, 
aquamarine, tooled mouth - smooth base, ht. 2 1/2 inches, lgth. 
2 7/8 inches.  
C #714    One of few known examples of the extremely rare larger 
size locomotive. Fine condition.  Ex Robert Mebane collection, Bill 
Dyer collection.   $2,000-4,000
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32.  “Weeks & Gilson So. Stoddard N.H.” Base Embossed Whiskey 
Bottle, three piece mold construction, Weeks and Gilson Glass Works, 
South Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873.  Cylindrical, bright olive 
amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, ht. 
11 1/2 inches; (faint 1/4 inch fissure in shoulder). 
KW fig. 132, left    This beautifully whittled bottle exhibits a 1 inch 
“birdswing” of glass near the base. Generally fine condition.   $300-600

33.  Freeblown Wax Sealer Fruit Jar, America, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical 
bell form, light cornflower blue, applied grooved wax ring sealer - pontil 
scar, ht. 10 inches, dia. 5 1/4 inches; (light exterior wear marks, 1 inch 
crack at edge of base). 
L #3061-2    An early form with a beautiful and delicate color. Fine 
condition.   $400-800

34.  “Lafayette” And Bust - Masonic Arch And Emblems Portrait Flask, 
Mt. Vernon Glass Works, Vernon, New York, 1824-1825.  Light moss green 
with a yellow tone, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (3/4 inch resin 
repair to hole on edge of base, 2 1/2 inch crack runs down a medial rib 
to the base with another 3/8 inch fissure from the repair). 
GI-89    An extremely rare and beautiful color with glass that is filled 
with small bubbles.   $300-600

35.  Early Snuff Jar, America, 1815-1830.  Square with rounded corners, 
deep yellow olive, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 1/8 inches, wdth. 
2 3/4 inches; (just a hint of exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 75, bottom row, #1    A 
simple and early form. Fine condition.   $300-600

36.  “M.T. Crawford / Hartford Ct” - “Union Glass Works Phila / 
Superior / Mineral Water” Bottle, America, 1850-1856.  Cylindrical with 
octagonal mug base, rich cobalt blue, applied heavy collared mouth - iron 
pontil mark, ht. 7 1/2 inches; (1/4 inch surface bruise on edge of base, 
pinpoint flake on top edge of mouth, light exterior high point wear). 
WB pg. 17 and 18    A beautiful rich color with the always appealing mug 
base. Generally fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $400-800

37.  “Harrison’s / Columbian / Ink” Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Octagonal, colorless, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 1 3/4 inches, 
dia. 1 3/4 inches.  
C #530    Rare in this color. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.    $400-800

38.  “W.E. Brockway / New York” Glass Hat Whimsey, America, 1840-
1860.  Cylindrical hat form fashioned from a soda water bottle, medium 
blue green, tooled brim - tubular pontil scar, ht. 3 1/4 inches, brim dia. 5 1/4 

inches; (pinpoint flake at brim, embossed lettering is weak). 
Similar to Lee plate 128, upper left    A huge 1 3/4 inch diameter 
donut shaped tubular pontil scar. Unique. An original and 
genuine period whimsey. Fine condition.  Ex Ruth Webb 
Lee collection, ex Dr. Paul S. Andreson collection, pioneer 
collectors of the 1940s.   $700-1,400

39.  Monument And “Balto” - Sloop And “Fells / Point” 
Historical Flask, Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, 
Maryland, 1830-1850.  Brilliant puce, sheared mouth - pontil 
scar, half pint; (1/2 inch fissure to left of sloop, somewhat 
weakened embossing). 
GVI-2    A comparatively scarce flask in a stunning color.    
 $300-600
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40.  “J.H. Yale. / Middletown / Conn” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1851-
1858.  Cylindrical, medium cobalt blue, applied heavy collared mouth -  
iron pontil mark, ht. 7 1/4 inches; (professionally cleaned). 
WB pg. 48 and 49    A beautiful medium range color and numerous 
small bubbles highlight this example. Extremely rare in cobalt blue. Fine 
condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $350-700

41.  Scroll Flask, probably Louisville Glass Works, Louisville, Kentucky, 
1845-1860.  Medium orange amber in the neck and shoulders shading to 
deep ruby red in the body and base, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; 
(light exterior high point wear). 
GIX-10    Rare color with attractive shading. A wild and rare example. 
Fine condition.   $1,000-2,000

42.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous form with three applied 
neck rings, colorless, tooled flared mouth with period stopper - pontil 
scar, quart.  
GII-22, Type 6 stopper    Beautiful glass clarity and mold impression. 
Fine condition.   $100-200

43.  “Wood’s / Black. Ink / Portland.” Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Cone form with recessed panel, bright greenish aquamarine, inward 
rolled mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 2 1/2 inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches.  
C #12    Beautiful glass clarity and color. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer 
collection.   $400-800

44.  Double Eagle Historical Flask, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, 
New Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Rich forest green, sheared mouth - pontil 
scar, half pint; (moderate exterior high point wear). 
GII-87    A rare and beautiful color for this mold. Generally fine 
condition.   $400-800

45.  “Old Sachem / Bitters / And / Wigwam Tonic” Figural Bitters Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  Barrel form, bright golden apricot, applied square 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/4 inches.  
R/H #O-46    Bold embossing and a bright color highlight this beautiful 
example. Fine condition.   $400-800

46.  Freeblown Serving Bowl, Midwest America, 1820-
1840.  Cylindrical flaring from base, pale yellow with darker 
yellow striations in base, heavy outward folded rim - pontil 
scar, greatest ht. 3 7/8 inches, greatest dia. 8 1/2 inches; (two 
1/2 inch interior bubbles near base have disturbances of the 
cover glass). 
Similar in form and construction to PG color plate 2, right    
Attractive lopsided form with profuse glass surface swirls. 
Beautiful, rare color.   $500-1,000

47.  Freeblown Fruit Jar, America, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical, 
aquamarine, applied heavy square collared mouth - pontil 
scar, ht. 10 1/4 inches, dia. 4 1/4 inches.  
Similar to L #3115    A simple early jar with a crudely applied 
top. Fine condition.   $300-600
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48.  Eagle - “Willington / Glass, Co” Historical Flask, Willington Glass 
Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872.  Bright yellowish orange 
amber with some red tones, applied double collared mouth - smooth 
base, quart.  
GII-61    Here’s one that has it all: beautiful color, crude glass and highly 
whittled surfaces. Fine condition.   $500-1,000

49.  “M.T. Crawford / Hartford CT.” - “Brown Stout” Beer Bottle, 
America, 1850-1856.  Cylindrical, light to medium green, applied heavy 
collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 inches.  
WB pg. 17 and 18    A little gem of a bottle with wonderful glass clarity 
and clean exterior surface. Fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.    
 $400-800

50.  “M & P / New York” Umbrella Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Octagonal, medium blue green, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
2 3/8 inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches; (light patchy interior haze on two panels). 
C #120    Extremely rare in this color. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer 
collection.   $1,000-2,000

51.  “Spratt’s Patent / July 18. / 1854 / Wells & Provost / Proprietors 
N.Y.” Tin Fruit Can, soldered top, base and seam, America, 1854-1860.  
Cylindrical, weathered gray exterior, applied heavy metal closure with 
screw threads and lugs - ht. 10 3/8 inches, dia. 4 1/8 inches; (light exterior 
surface rust but solid condition). 
L #2687    A rare size fruit container in fine condition.   $300-600

52.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous with three applied neck 
rings, colorless, tooled flared mouth with period stopper - pontil scar, 
quart.  
GII-34, Type 24 stopper    A scarce mold which is a bit more plump than 
most. Fine condition.   $100-200

53.  “Lancaster / Glass Works / Lancaster NY” Base Embossed Figural 
Whiskey Bottle, Lancaster Glass Works, Lancaster, New York, 1860-1870.  
Barrel form with vertical panels around mid body, brilliant yellowish 
topaz, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/2 inches.  
H #2043    What a knockout color on this one! Fine condition.    
 $1,000-2,000

54.  Lot Of Eight Pressed Glass Drinking Vessels, two tumblers and six 
whiskey tasters, probably Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
1840-1870.  Five are hexagonal, one is seven sided, one is twelve sided 

and two are circular with fluted sides, aquamarine, shades 
of cobalt blue, emerald green, yellow, light green and 
pale amethyst, tooled rims - five are pontiled, three have 
smooth bases, ht. 1 5/8 inches to 3 1/2 inches; (most have 
manufacturing flakes on edge of base). 
Similar to PG pg. 59    Beautiful colors and forms. Generally 
fine condition.   $300-600

55.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “J.K / B.” 
Historical Flask, Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, Keene, 
New Hampshire, 1815-1830.  Light blue green, tooled mouth -  
pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GIV-3    A stout flask with a pleasing early form. Fine 
condition.   $400-800
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56.  “Haddock / & Sons” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1820-1840.  
Torpedo or egg form, bright yellow olive, tooled sloping collared 
mouth - pontil scar, lgth. 6 7/8 inches.  
H #110    It would be hard to imagine a better example. Bold 
embossing, beautiful color and a wonderful exterior surface. Fine 
condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $2,500-5,000

58.  “Eureka Spring Co / Saratoga N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, 
America, 1860-1870.  Torpedo form, deep emerald green, applied 
sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, lgth. 8 7/8 inches; 
(light exterior high point wear). 
T #S-20    Bold embossing, whittled glass, surface swirls and an 
unusual color highlight this beautiful example. Fine condition.  
Michael Ray collection.   $750-1,500

57.  “Mc.Keon” - “Washington. D.C.” Soda Water Bottle, America, 
1860-1870.  Torpedo form, medium bluish green, applied sloping 
collared mouth - smooth base, lgth. 8 5/8 inches; (professionally 
cleaned with light remaining wear marks). 
A rare bottle with bold embossing. Fine condition.  Michael Ray 
collection.   $2,000-4,000
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59.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, colorless, tooled flared 
mouth with period stopper - pontil scar, pint.  
GIV-5, stopper similar to Type 10    A simple, attractive and scarce mold 
design. Fine condition.   $200-400

60.  “Waters / Ink / Troy. N.Y.” Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Hexagonal, light blue green, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 5/8 
inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches.  
C #132    Bold embossing and a wonderful form. Usually seen in 
aquamarine, this color should be considered rare. Fine condition.  Bill 
Dyer collection.   $1,000-2,000

61.  “J.W. Harris’ / Soda Water / New Haven / Conn.” Soda Water Bottle, 
America, 1860-1865.  Octagonal, medium cobalt blue, applied heavy 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 7 1/2 inches; (light exterior high point 
wear). 
WB pg. 9    A beautiful bottle in fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   
 $300-600

62.  “Lafayette” And Bust - Liberty Cap Portrait Flask, Coventry Glass 
Works, Coventry, Connecticut, 1824-1825.  Bright yellow olive, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (1/2 inch resin repair on inner edge of 
mouth and at the back of Lafayette’s bust, light exterior high point wear). 
GI-86    A popular and desirable flask with a bold mold impression.  
Michael Ray collection.   $150-300

63.  “Old Sachem / Bitters / And / Wigwam Tonic” Figural Bitters Bottle, 
America, 1860-1870.  Barrel form, rich reddish copper, applied square 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/4 inches.  
R/H #O-46    An attractive example with bold embossing and a somewhat 
different color. Fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $400-800

64.  Two “E. Brown & Co / Waterbury, Conn” Medicine Bottles, America, 
1840-1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners, aquamarine, applied 
square collared mouths - pontil scars, ht. 6 inches and 9 3/4 inches; (smaller 
example has 1/4 inch fissure in the upper corner and light interior stain). 
AAM pg. 69    Hard to find Connecticut bottles. Larger example has 
numerous small bubbles, whittled panels and is in fine condition.  Michael 
Ray collection.   $250-500

65.  Eagle - “Willington / Glass, Co” Historical Flask, Willington Glass 
Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872.  Bright blue green, 
applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, quart; (shallow 3/16 flake 
and 1/4 inch bruise on edge of base). 
GII-61    A beautiful bright flask with no wear and a strong mold 
impression. Rare color.   $350-700

66.  “Siderite Springs / S S Co / Manchester Conn” Mineral Water 
Bottle, possibly Willington Glass Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 
1860-1872.  Cylindrical with embossed oval panels, rich emerald green, 
applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, pint.  
T #M-48B    A pristine example with bold embossing and an attractive 
orange peel exterior surface. Rare. Fine condition.  Michael Ray 
collection.   $1,500-3,000
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67.  “Hohenthal / Brothers & Co / Indelible / Writing Ink / N.Y.” Master 
Ink Bottle, probably a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 
1846-1860.  Cylindrical, medium yellowish olive, applied sloping collared 
mouth with tooled pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 9 inches; (light patchy 
interior haze, 1/8 inch flake on edge of base has been buffed). 
Similar to C #766    A crude bottle with surface swirls, foamy bubbles 
and bold embossing. Generally fine condition.  James Scharnagel 
collection.   $400-800

68.  Cornucopia - Urn Pictorial Flask, possibly Keene Marlboro Street 
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1860.  Light yellowish green, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GIII-7    A beautiful light color which is rarely encountered in this mold. 
Fine condition.   $200-400

69.  Blown And Pressed Glass Fluid Lamp, probably Pittsburgh district, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1835-1845.  Blown twelve panel pattern molded 
conical font with fancy stepped pressed glass base, colorless, sheared 
mouth with burner - pontil scar, ht. with burner 9 1/4 inches; (several 
manufacturing related chips on edge of base, mouth opening has 1/2 
inch chip and 1/8 inch flake). 
Similar in form and construction to PG pg. 238, center    Beautiful crystal 
clear blown font with a very bubbly pressed glass base. A pleasing and 
intricate form. Generally fine condition.   $300-600

70.  Umbrella Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Octagonal, medium cobalt 
blue, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 3/8 inches, dia. 2 1/2 inches; 
(faint interior haze). 
C #143    A brilliant color with highly whittled glass. Fine condition.  Bill 
Dyer collection.   $1,000-2,000

71.  “T.W. Gillett / New-Haven / (Star)” Soda Water Bottle, America, 
1850-1859.  Octagonal, medium teal green, applied heavy collared 
mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 1/4 inches; (professionally cleaned with 
remaining wear marks). 
WB pg. 7    A rare color for this mold. Generally fine condition.  Michael 
Ray collection.   $500-1,000

72.  Cathedral Pickle Jar, possibly Willington Glass Works, West 
Willington, Connecticut, 1840-1860.  Square with beveled corners and 
fancy cathedral arches, brilliant aquamarine, applied round collared 
mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 7 3/8 inches.  
Similar to Z pg. 456, top left    A little gem of a jar with brilliant whittled 
glass and a strong mold impression. Fine condition.   $600-1,200

73.  Early Snuff Jar, America, 1815-1830.  Square with wide beveled 
corners, deep forest green, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 1/2 
inches, wdth. 1 7/8 inches; (1/2 inch surface bubble on the shoulder has 
1/8 inch opening in the cover glass). 
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 75, 2nd row, #3    A crudely 
formed and appealing utility bottle. Generally fine condition.   $300-600

74.  “Moriarty & Carroll / Registered / Waterbury, Conn” Hutchinson 
Soda Water Bottle, America, 1897-1907.  Cylindrical with ten sided mug 
base, medium amber, tooled round collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 
7 1/2 inches; (professionally cleaned with light remaining wear marks). 
WB pg. 78    Retains original metal closure. Lettering has been painted 
white. A scarce bottle in generally fine condition.   $200-400
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75.  Scroll Flask, America, 1845-1860.  Brilliant medium orange amber, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint.  
GIX-34    A wonderful, bright example in flawless condition. Listed as 
comparatively scarce, but probably rare.   $800-1,600

76.  “H.L. & J.W. Brown / Hartford CT.” Soda Water Bottle, America, 
1854-1860.  Cylindrical, medium to deep yellow olive, applied heavy 
collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 6 5/8 inches; (1/8 inch chip on top 
edge of mouth, 1/4 inch flake on edge of base). 
WB pg. 21    A scarce bottle with bold embossing and a wonderful exterior 
surface. Generally fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $200-400

77.  Wide Mouth Utility Jar, possibly New England, 1820-1840.  
Cylindrical, bright olive yellow, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 1/4 
inches, dia. 3 3/8 inches; (light exterior high point wear, 3/8 inch open 
bubble on interior of neck). 
Similar in form to McK plate 228, #7    A beautiful bright jar with scattered 
small bubbles. Fine condition.   $300-600

78.  Hunter - Fisherman Pictorial Calabash Flask, possibly Whitney 
Glass Works, Glassboro, New Jersey, 1850-1860.  Light blue green, applied 
sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, quart.  
GXIII-4    A bright, bubbly flask with no wear. Fine condition.   $200-400

79.  Freeblown Wide Mouth Food Jar, America, 1830-1840.  Cylindrical, 
clear light green, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 8 1/4 inches, dia. 
5 1/4 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 67, #12    Retains period 
cork which has letters impressed in wax “Sun Groc Est. Mar 7 1832 
Philda”. Extremely rare. Early jar with lots of character and an important 
date.   $400-800

80.  Miniature Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous, colorless, tooled 
flared mouth with period stopper - pontil scar, quarter pint.  
GIII-21, Type 20 stopper    A little beauty in fine condition.   $150-300

81.  Teakettle Inkwell, America, 1847-1860.  Octagonal with concave 
panels, dark cobalt blue, ground mouth with hinged brass collar and 

cap - smooth base, ht. 2 inches, lgth. 3 3/4 inches; (light wear 
and dents on brass cover). 
JLM #M127    Attractive example with no wear and an 
important provenance. Fine condition.  Ex William E. Covill, 
Jr. collection #2932, Bill Dyer collection.   $300-600

82.  Pitkin Type Flask, ribbed and swirled to the right, 36 ribs, 
probably Pitkin Glass Works, Manchester, Connecticut, 1783-
1830.  Medium to deep yellow olive, sheared mouth - tubular 
pontil scar, ht. 6 7/8 inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to MW pg. 315    A beautiful 
and interesting example with an area of “pulled’ glass on the 
shoulder. Fine condition.   $500-1,000
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83.  “C.A. Cole. / Cole & Co. / C.F. Brown” - “Baltimore / No 118 / 
North Howard St.” Soda Water Bottle, possibly Baltimore Glass Works, 
Baltimore, Maryland, 1860-1870.  Flat bottom torpedo form, light to 
medium sapphire blue, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, 
ht. 8 1/4 inches; (pinpoint roughness on top edge of mouth, light exterior 
high point wear and scratches). 
Beautiful color and highly whittled glass. Generally fine condition.  
Michael Ray collection.   $1,000-2,000

84.  “Wood’s / Black. Ink / Portland.” Ink Bottle, probably a Stoddard 
glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Cone form with 
recessed panel, medium to deep olive amber, sheared mouth - pontil 
scar, ht. 2 3/8 inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches.  
Similar to C #12    Bold embossing and an attractive “see through” color. 
Fine condition.  Ex Robert Mebane collection, Bill Dyer collection.    
 $800-1,600

85.  Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, Dyottville Glass Works, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1840-1860.  Medium bluish green, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, pint; (3/4 inch chip on inner edge of mouth, pontil 
related chip comes to edge of base, 3/4 inch fissure extends from the 
pontil scar). 
GI-38    A strong mold impression and unusual color highlight this 
example.  Ex Thomas McCandless collection.   $300-600

86.  “Schenck’s / Pulmonic / Syrup” Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-
1860.  Octagonal, aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil 
scar, ht. 6 7/8 inches.  
AAM pg. 462    A heavily whittled and bold example. Fine condition.    
 $100-200

87.  “Dr. A. S. Hopkins / Union Stomach Bitters / Hartford Conn” 
Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Square with beveled corners, brilliant 
yellowish orange amber, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 
9 5/8 inches; (embossed panel has 1/4 inch surface scratch near the base). 
R/H #H-180    A scarce bottle in a beautiful bright color. Fine condition.   
 $200-400

88.  Black Glass Champagne Bottle, Westford Glass Works, Westford, 
Connecticut, 1860-1873.  Tall, tapered cylindrical form, dense olive amber, 
applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 12 1/4 inches; (light 
exterior high point wear). 
A few of these extremely rare bottles were found in a Westford, 
Connecticut cellar many years ago. Fine condition.  Michael Ray 
collection.   $750-1,500

89.  Pressed Glass Open Salt Cellar, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1830-1845.  Rectangular with beveled corners, 

fiery opalescent, smooth base, ht. 1 1/2 inches, lgth. 3 5/8 
inches; (manufacturer’s roughness and minor flakes to rim). 
Similar in form and construction to B/K #1457    A real beauty 
with an attractive color variance. Generally fine condition.    
 $200-400

90.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “Zanesville /  
Ohio / J. Shepard & Co.” Historical Flask, J. Shepard and 
Company, Zanesville, Ohio, 1820-1830.  Bright golden yellow 
with an olive tone, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (1 5/8 
inch crack and surface bruise near the medial rib, light exterior 
high point wear). 
GIV-32    An attractive bright color and crisp mold 
impression.   $300-600
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91.  “Bigelow & Co / Springfield / Mass” Soda Water Bottle, America, 
1860-1870.  Cylindrical, clear light green, applied sloping collared mouth -  
smooth base, ht. 6 7/8 inches; (minor loss to edges of label). 
Retains metal closure marked “Allenders Patent July 24. 1858 /  New 
London Ct.” and label which reads in part “Pure Extract / Of / Witch 
Hazel / Geo. H. Thomas / Granville, Mass.”. Fine condition.  Michael 
Ray collection.   $300-600

92.  “Summer” And Tree - “Winter” And Tree Pictorial Flask, America, 
1860-1870.  Deep claret, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, 
pint; (just a hint of exterior high point wear). 
GX-15    A beautiful deeper color which shows off the crisp embossing. 
Fine condition.   $1,000-2,000

93.  Master Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical, cobalt blue, 
applied flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4 inches, dia. 3 1/2 inches.  
Similar in form to C #765    This was probably a labeled Harrison’s 
Columbian Ink, as the form and color are similar. Beautiful color and 
whittled appearance. Fine condition.  James Scharnagel collection.   
 $300-600

94.  Two “Lee & Osgood / 127 Main St. / Norwich Conn” Medicine 
Bottles, America, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, applied square 
collared mouths - tubular pontil scars, ht. 8 1/4 inches and 8 7/8 inches; 
(larger example has light overall interior haze). 
Similar to AAM pg. 309    Both are highly whittled with bold embossing. 
Smaller example is in fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $300-600

95.  “Farleys / Ink” Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New 
Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Octagonal, deep yellowish olive, sheared mouth -  
pontil scar, ht. 1 5/8 inches, dia. 1 3/4 inches; (inner edge and top of mouth 
have been polished). 
C #526    A crude example which is filled with bubbles and impurities. 
Generally fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   $400-800

96.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle Historical Flask, New England, 
1815-1830.  Medium yellow green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (2 
inch crack on medial rib, shallow 3/16 inch flake on top edge of mouth, 
several chips on edge of base, the largest being 3/8 inch). 
GIV-7a    An extremely rare mold in a beautiful rich color.   $400-800

97.  “Good Old Bourbon / In A Hogs -” Figural Whiskey 
Bottle, America, 1870-1880.  In the form of a reclining pig, 
brilliant orange amber, tooled flared mouth - smooth base, 
lgth. 6 5/8 inches.  
Bright with attractive shading. Fine condition.   $200-400

98.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, 
colorless, tooled flared mouth with period stopper - pontil 
scar, quart; (light stain on base interior). 
Similar to GV-14, Type 16 stopper    The listed GV-14 mold 
has details above the lower neck ring, this mold does not. Fine 
condition $150-300
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99.  Eagle - Sunburst Historical Flask, probably early Pittsburgh 
district, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.  Deep aquamarine, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (two cracks, 1 inch and 2 1/2 
inches, exist in the base area, light exterior high point wear). 
GII-7    A rare flask in a subtle, pretty color.   $500-1,000

100.  Anchor And “Spring Garden / Glass Works” - Log 
Cabin Historical Flask, Spring Garden Glass Works, Baltimore, 
Maryland, 1860-1870.  Brilliant light to medium yellowish orange 
amber, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, pint; (3/8 
inch of minor roughness on top edge of mouth). 
GXIII-58    You would be hard pressed to find a prettier 
example. Color, mold impression and condition, it has it all. Fine 
condition.   $750-1,500

101.  Washington Bust And “The Father Of His Country” - 
Reverse Plain Portrait Flask, probably Dyottville Glass Works, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1840-1860.  Medium teal blue, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, pint.  
GI-48    Interesting fold of glass through Washington bust. Eggshell 
thin glass with a nicely whittled surface. Brilliant color. Fine 
condition.   $1,000-2,000
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102.  “Luke Beard.” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Ten pin 
form, emerald green, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, 
ht. 6 7/8 inches; (light exterior high point wear, manufacturing related 
flakes on edge of base). 
Similar to H #911    A somewhat different color for this bottle. Rare with 
the open pontil scar. Fine condition.   $300-600

103.  “J.W. / Seaton / Louisv / Ille, KY.” Umbrella Ink Bottle, America, 
1840-1860.  Ten sided, light to medium blue green, inward rolled mouth -  
tubular pontil scar, ht. 2 inches, dia. 1 7/8 inches.  
Similar to C #115    A smaller size than most umbrella inks. Bold 
embossing and a large pontil scar. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   
 $400-800

104.  Cornucopia - Urn Pictorial Flask, Lancaster Glass Works, Lancaster, 
New York, 1849-1860.  Bright teal blue, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.  
GIII-17    Thick, heavy glass and a beautiful see through color highlight 
this handsome example. Fine condition.   $600-1,200

105.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, probably England, 1780-1800.  Flattened 
chestnut form, medium to deep yellow olive, tooled flared mouth with 
applied string rim - pontil scar, ht. 12 3/8 inches; (light scattered exterior 
wear marks). 
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 277a, #1    A big, bold 
chestnut bottle that was built to last. Wonderful early form and exterior 
surface. Fine condition.   $400-800

106.  “Congress & Empire Spring Co / Hotchkiss’ Sons / C / New York / 
Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, probably a Stoddard glasshouse, 
Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1872.  Cylindrical, medium to deep root 
beer amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, 
pint; (a couple faint exterior surface wear marks). 
T #C-15B    Bold embossing and an attractive New England color. Fine 
condition.   $150-300

107.  Pattern Molded Serving Bottle, twenty five ribs swirled to the right, 
Midwest America, 1820-1840.  Flattened chestnut form, aquamarine, 
applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 9 inches; (just a couple 
light scattered wear marks). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 236, #8    A scarce and 
beautiful form. Brilliant metal which is filled with small bubbles. Fine 
condition.   $400-800

108.  Pressed Glass Eagle And Shield Salt Cellar, Boston 
and Sandwich Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 
1830-1845.  Rectangular, fiery opalescent, smooth base, ht. 2 
inches, lgth. 3 1/8 inches; (1/4 inch chip and manufacturer’s 
roughness on rim). 
B/K #1453 and Neal EE3a    Strong mold impression and 
beautiful color. Generally fine condition.   $300-600

109.  “Lafayette” And Bust - Liberty Cap Portrait Flask, 
Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, Connecticut, 1824-1825.  
Bright yellow olive, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light 
exterior high point wear). 
GI-85    A handsome and comparatively scarce flask with just 
the right shading. Fine condition.   $600-1,200
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110.  Fancy Cologne Bottle, possibly Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1850-1860.  Hexagonal with circular base, 
brilliant chartreuse, tooled flared mouth with cut glass stopper - polished 
pontil scar, ht. with stopper 5 1/8 inches, greatest dia. 2 7/8 inches; (stopper 
has 1/8 inch flake off a point). 
Similar in form to JK pg. 123, bottom    A stunning bright color and 
pleasing form. Generally fine condition.   $100-200

111.  Freeblown Salt Cellar, a Zanesville glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 
1815-1840.  Double ogee form bowl with applied flat circular foot, orange 
amber, tooled flared rim - pontil scar, ht. 3 3/8 inches, greatest dia. 3 1/8 
inches; (subtly buffed with two 1/16 inch flakes). 
Similar to McK plate 23, #5    Simple elegance.  Ex David Ellis collection, 
Anthony Picadio collection.   $1,200-2,400

112.  “General Washington” And Bust - “E Pluribus Unum / T.W.D” 
And Eagle Portrait Flask, Kensington Glass Works, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, 1826-1830.  Pale greenish aquamarine, sheared mouth - 
pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GI-14    A crisp, bright example of this historically important “firecracker” 
flask. Fine condition.   $250-500

113.  Large Freeblown Wide Mouth Storage Jar, probably Willington 
Glass Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, 
medium bluish green, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 10 1/8 inches, 
dia. 5 7/8 inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form to McK plate 72a, #4    An impressive jar in both size and 
form, not to mention the beautiful bright color. Fine condition.  Ex Fred 
Tomasco collection, ex Robert Warren collection.   $800-1,600

114.  “J.W. Harris / (Star) Soda / New Haven / Conn.” Soda Water 
Bottle, America, 1852-1860.  Octagonal with neck ring, medium steal 
blue, applied heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 1/2 inches; 
(professionally cleaned with light remaining wear marks). 
WB pg. 9    Bold embossing and a beautiful blue color. Generally fine 
condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $400-800

115.  Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, possibly Keene Marlboro 
Street Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1850.  Medium forest 
green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GII-72b    A crude example with an over abundance of small bubbles. 
Unusual color. Fine condition.   $300-600

116.  Two Umbrella Ink Bottles, New England, 1840-1860.  
Octagonal, deep orange amber and deep yellow olive, sheared 
mouths - pontil scars, ht. 2 3/8 inches, dia. 2 3/8 inches.  
Similar to C #131 and C #141    Attractive New England colors 
with lots of crudity and bubbles. Fine condition.   $200-400

117.  “Myers’ / Rock Rose / New Haven” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners and an 
indented arched panel, aquamarine, applied sloping collared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 9 3/8 inches; (light interior haze, light 
exterior high point wear). 
AAM pg. 376    A scarce Connecticut pontiled medicine bottle. 
Fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $300-600
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118.  Sunburst Flask, America, 1820-1840.  Medium to deep copper puce, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (7/8 inch manufacturing pontil chip 
comes to edge of base, professionally buffed smooth). 
GVIII-25    A plump little gem in a beautiful color. Generally fine 
condition.   $1,000-2,000

119.  Freeblown Serving Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Tapered 
globular form, bright mossy olive, inward folded mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
6 5/8 inches, greatest dia. 3 1/4 inches; (5/16 inch open surface bubble at 
mid body, small “bump” of glass at mid body shows 1/8 inch radiation, 
1 inch interior bubble has loss of cover glass). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 226, #10    A beautiful early 
form with numerous small bubbles. Generally fine condition.   $150-300

120.  Five Pointed Star Embossed Fruit Jar, America, 1860-1880.  
Cylindrical, aquamarine, applied grooved wax sealer mouth - smooth 
base, quart; (light rust on tin cover). 
L #2713    Jar retains wire bail and tin lid with embossed star. Fine 
condition.   $150-300

121.  “Phoenix / Bitters / Price 1 Dollar / John Moffat / New York” Bitters 
Bottle, America, 1830-1860.  Rectangular with wide beveled corners, deep 
to dark root beer amber, outward folded mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 
5 1/2 inches; (1/4 inch chip from bottom edge of folded mouth, moderate 
exterior high point wear). 
R/H #M-113    Listed as extremely rare in this amber color. Generally fine 
condition.   $1,000-2,000

122.  “Mist Of The Morning / Sole Agents / Barnett & Lumley” Figural 
Whiskey Bottle, America, 1860-1870.  Barrel form, medium yellow 
amber with a strong olive tone, applied sloping collared mouth with 
ring - smooth base, ht. 10 inches.  
Similar to H #585    A crisp, clean bottle with bold embossing. Beautiful 
color. Fine condition.   $400-800

123.  “Sloper & Frost” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1856-1859.  
Cylindrical, medium teal blue, applied heavy collared mouth - iron pontil 
mark, ht. 7 3/8 inches; (moderate exterior high point wear). 
WB pg. 12    A scarce bottle which is not listed in this color. Generally 
fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $200-400

124.  Figural Teakettle Inkwell, France, 1840-1870.  In the 
form of Benjamin Franklin’s head, colorless, ground mouth -  
smooth base, ht. 2 3/4 inches, lgth. 4 inches.  
JLM #M287    A heavy example with a crisp mold impression. 
Fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   $250-500

125.  Eagle - “Willington / Glass / Co” Historical Flask, 
Willington Glass Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-
1872.  Medium to deep olive green, applied double collared 
mouth - smooth base, half pint; (pinpoint flake on edge of 
base). 
GII-63    Bold embossing and a neck which is a bit longer than 
most.   $150-300
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126.  “M.T. Crawford / Hartford CT.” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1850-
1856.  Cylindrical, medium teal blue, applied heavy collared mouth - iron 
pontil mark, ht. 7 inches.  
WB pg. 17 and 18    A wonderful example in all regards. Fine condition.  
Michael Ray collection.   $400-800

127.  “Sunny Brook / The / Inspector / Is Back Of / Every Bottle / 
(Inspector With Bottle) / Whiskey” Enameled Back Bar Whiskey 
Bottle, America, 1880-1900.  Cylindrical, colorless with gold lettering 
and multicolor enamel label, tooled sloping collared mouth with ring -  
smooth base, ht. 11 1/8 inches; (minor loss to gold lettering, pinpoint 
flake on edge of mouth). 
Attractive glass clarity and graphic enamel label. Generally fine 
condition.   $400-800

128.  Freeblown Wide Mouth Storage Jar, New England, 1820-1840.  
Cylindrical, medium yellowish olive, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, 
ht. 4 9/16 inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 228, #5    A simple and 
appealing jar. Rare in this size. Fine condition.   $1,000-2,000

129.  Pitkin Type Flask, 36 ribs swirled to the left, probably Pitkin Glass 
Works, Manchester, Connecticut, 1783-1830.  Yellowish olive green, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 3/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to MW pg. 315, #6    Wonderful glass 
clarity and form. Fine condition.   $500-1,000

130.  “Clarke’s / Congress” - “Gorham / New Haven” Mineral Water 
Bottle, three piece mold construction, America, 1845-1860.  Cylindrical, 
dense emerald green, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - iron 
pontil mark, quart; (light exterior high point wear, light interior content 
residue). 
T #M-12    An extremely rare bottle in an unlisted color with very bold 
embossing and a huge iron pontil scar. Fine condition. Rare. A zinger!    
 $2,500-5,000

131.  “Crockers / Union Boot Polish / Norwich Conn.” Blacking Bottle, 
possibly Willington Glass Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1840-
1860.  Square with beveled corners, medium bluish green, inward rolled 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 3 7/8 inches, wdth. 1 7/8 inches; (pinpoint flake 
on edge of side panel). 
One of few known examples. Generally fine condition.  Ex Robert Mebane 
collection, Michael Ray collection.   $1,000-2,000

132.  Teakettle Inkwell, America, 1840-1860.  Banded beehive 
form, medium amethyst, ground mouth - smooth base, ht. 
2 1/4 inches, lgth. 2 5/8 inches; (shallow 1/8 inch flake from a 
horizontal band, pinpoint flake on edge of panel). 
JLM #M105    A beautiful light color and appealing form. 
Generally fine condition.  Ex Robert Mebane collection.   
 $600-1,200

133.  “Granite / Glass / Co” - “Stoddard / NH” Lettered 
Flask, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 
1860-1872.  Medium to deep olive amber, applied double 
collared mouth - smooth base, pint.  
GXV-7    A stout example with bold embossing and lots of 
small bubbles. Fine condition.   $200-400
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134.  Miniature Freeblown Bottle, probably America, 1783-1830.  
Cylindrical tapering to long neck, light moss green, inward folded mouth -  
pontil scar with iron residue, ht. 2 3/4 inches, dia. 1 3/8 inches.  
Similar in form to AG plate 249, left    A little gem of a bottle with an 
appealing form. Fine condition.   $500-1,000

135.  Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, possibly Keene Marlboro Street 
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1860.  Bluish aquamarine, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (moderate exterior high point wear, 
pinpoint flake on edge of base). 
GII-74    A scarce color for this common mold. Generally fine 
condition.   $200-400

136.  “Artesian Water / Louisville / Ky.” - “Dupont” Mineral Water 
Bottle, America, 1845-1860.  Cylindrical with twelve sided mug base, dark 
root beer amber, applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, pint.  
T #M-5 variant 1    A handsome bottle with no wear and an eye appealing 
form. Fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $600-1,200

137.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous, colorless with a slight 
pink hue, tooled flared mouth with period stopper - pontil scar, quart; 
(light stain on interior base). 
GV-8, Type 28 stopper    An attractive and elegant “Baroque” mold. Fine 
condition.   $100-200

138.  “Success / To The Railroad” And Horse And Cart Historical Flask, 
Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, Connecticut, 1830-1848.  Medium olive 
amber, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GV-6    Strong embossing and numerous small bubbles highlight this 
example. Fine condition.   $300-600

139.  “Dr Townsend’s / Sarsaparilla / Albany / N.Y.” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1845-1860.  Square with beveled corners, light to medium bluish 
green, applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 3/8 inches; 
(1/16 inch flake on edge of plain panel). 
AAM pg. 521    Big, bold embossing and heavily whittled panels highlight 
this crude example. Generally fine condition.   $300-600

140.  “Lafayette” Fruit Jar, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, 
tooled round collared mouth with glass and metal closure - smooth base, 
quart; (minor loss to edges of label, surface wear on metal closure). 
L #1452    Stopper is embossed “Patented / Sept.2.1884 / Aug.4.1885”. 
Colorful label reads “Plain / Pickles / Westchester / Pickle Works / New 
York”. Fine condition.   $200-400

141.  Three “S.O. Dunbar / Taunton / Mass.” Master Ink Bottles, 
America, 1870-1890.  Cylindrical, bright yellowish orange amber, two 
applied sloping collared mouths with tooled pour spouts and one tooled 
sloping collar with a tooled pour spout - smooth bases, ht. 5 7/8 inches, 
7 1/4 inches and 8 3/4 inches; (smallest example has two open bubbles 
on the reverse, the largest being 3/8 inch and has been professionally 
cleaned, middle example has 1/8 inch bruise on edge of mouth, largest 
example has 1/8 inch flake on shoulder). 
Similar to C #755    Light interior haze. We have only seen these bottles 
in aquamarine; they must be considered rare in this color. Generally fine 
condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   $1,000-2,000
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142.  “J T Gayen / Altona” Figural Whiskey Bottle, America, 1860-1870.  
In the form of a cannon barrel, red amber with puce tones, applied round 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 13 5/8 inches; (just a hint of exterior 
high point wear). 
H color plate XIV, #2521    An impressive figural bottle with a crude 
orange peel exterior surface. Bold embossing. Fine condition.   
 $1,200-2,400

143.  “Pomroy & Hall” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1845-1860.  
Cylindrical, dark yellow olive, applied heavy collared mouth - iron 
pontil mark, ht. 6 3/4 inches; (1/4 inch fissure in neck, light exterior high 
point wear). 
A crude bottle with bold embossing. Generally fine condition.  Michael 
Ray collection.   $200-400

144.  Eagle - “Willington / Glass, Co” Historical Flask, Willington Glass 
Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872.  Light bluish green, 
sheared mouth - smooth base, pint; (professionally cleaned with some 
light remaining wear marks, shallow 1/4 inch open surface bubble near 
base, 1/4 inch star fissure on shoulder). 
GII-62    A scarce and desirable color for this mold.   $200-400

145.  Large Freeblown Wide Mouth Storage Jar, America, 1845-1860.  
Cylindrical, light to medium cornflower blue, tooled flared mouth - iron 
pontil mark, ht. 11 1/2 inches, dia. 5 3/8 inches; (shallow 3/16 inch flake 
from edge of base, light exterior high point wear). 
A big bold jar with a fully intact pontil scar and an extremely rare, 
beautiful color. Generally fine condition.   $1,000-2,000

146.  Blown Three Mold Castor Bottle, possibly America, 1820-1840.  
Cylindrical, medium sapphire blue, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, 
ht. 5 1/2 inches, greatest dia. 2 1/8 inches; (light patchy interior haze). 
Pattern similar to GII-19    A pretty bottle in form and color. Generally 
fine condition.   $400-800

147.  “Lafayette” And Bust - “De Witt Clinton” And Bust Portrait Flask, 
Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, Connecticut, 1824-1825.  Medium 
yellow olive, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (shallow 1/8 inch open 
surface bubble on the shoulder, light exterior high point wear). 
GI-80    A crude example with surface swirls and lots of bubbles. Generally 
fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $800-1,600

148.  “J & IEM” Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1860-1875.  Monitor form 
or domed with offset neck, brilliant light olive yellow, tooled mouth - 
smooth base, ht. 1 3/4 inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches.  

C #628    Retains label which reads “Moore’s / Excelsior School 
Writing Ink, / Manufactured By J & I.E. Moore, / Warren, 
Mass.”. Colored examples with labels are rare. Fine condition.  
Bill Dyer collection.   $750-1,500

149.  “J. & J.W. Harvey / Norwich / Conn.” - “H” Soda Water 
Bottle, America, 1854-1860.  Cylindrical, rich aquamarine, 
applied heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 3/8 
inches; (professionally cleaned with light remaining wear 
marks). 
WB pg. 63 and 64    Rare. Bold embossing and a fully 
intact pontil scar. Generally fine condition.  Michael Ray 
collection.   $200-400
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150.  Clasped Hands And “Union” - Eagle And “A & Co” Historical 
Flask, Adams and Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1860-1870.  
Medium to deep amber, applied mouth with ring - smooth base, pint; 
(light exterior high point wear, 3/8 inch area along edge of base has been 
polished). 
GXII-21    A strong mold impression with an attractive shading of color. 
Generally fine condition.   $200-400

151.  “De Halsey” - “Patente” Ink Bottle, possibly America, 1840-1860.  
Cylindrical domed form, medium yellow olive, sheared mouth - pontil 
scar, ht. 2 7/8 inches, dia. 3 1/4 inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
C #577    A pleasing form which is larger than most of its kind. Fine 
condition.   $400-800

152.  Soda Water Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Ten pin form, light to 
medium yellow green, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
7 inches; (3/8 inch pontil related flake on edge of base, light exterior high 
point wear). 
A pleasing form with highly whittled glass. Generally fine condition.  
Michael Ray collection.   $200-400

153.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous, colorless, tooled flared 
mouth with period stopper - pontil scar, quart.  
GV-13, Type 25 stopper    A scarce and beautiful mold. Fine condition.   
 $100-200

154.  Early Snuff Bottle, America, 1815-1830.  Octagonal, medium to 
deep yellow olive, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 1/2 inches, dia. 2 1/2 
inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 228, #11    An early and 
desirable form. Fine condition.   $400-800

155.  Double Eagle Historical Flask, Kensington Glass Works, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.  Medium blue green, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, pint; (3/4 inch star crack to right of Eagle’s wing tip). 
GII-40    One of the more eye appealing flasks we have seen. Rare 
color.   $600-1,200

156.  Freeblown Miniature Chestnut Bottle, probably America, 1815-
1830.  Flattened globular form, light blue green, applied round collared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 1/8 inches, greatest dia. 3 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 47, #4    A little beauty with 
scattered large and small bubbles. Great size and form. Fine condition.   
 $1,000-2,000

157.  “L.G. Co.” Base Embossed Fruit Jar, Lyndeborough Glass Works, 
Lyndeborough, New Hampshire, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, bright 
yellowish orange amber, applied grooved wax ring sealer mouth with 
tin lid - smooth base, quart; (light rust on tin lid). 
L #1482    A scarce jar in a bright color. Fine condition.   $200-400
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161.  Small Early Freeblown Bottle, New England, 1815-1830.  
Globular, medium to deep olive amber, applied round collared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 3/8 inches, greatest dia. 2 7/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 225, bottom right    
Great form, pristine condition and beautiful color. Rare in this 
size.   $1,500-3,000

158.  Freeblown Wide Mouth Storage Jar, New England, 1830-
1850.  Cylindrical, bright yellow olive, tooled flared mouth - pontil 
scar, ht. 6 3/8 inches, greatest dia. 3 7/8 inches.  
Similar in form to KW fig. 94, left    A wonderful early New 
England jar with an attractive form and beautiful light color. Fine 
condition.   $2,500-5,000

159.  Small Freeblown Bottle, possibly Westford Glass Works, 
Westford, Connecticut, 1857-1860.  Globular, bright golden amber, 
applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 3 1/4 inches, greatest 
dia. 2 1/4 inches.  
Similar to McK plate 226, #14    Wonderful early form and rare, 
diminutive size. Fine condition.   $1,500-3,000

160.  Freeblown Wide Mouth Storage Jar, New England, 1830-
1850.  Cylindrical, medium golden olive, tooled flared mouth -  
pontil scar, ht. 7 7/8 inches, greatest dia. 5 1/8 inches; (3/16 inch 
open surface bubble near base, light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to L/P plate 3, 4th row, #4    A 
beautiful early jar with brilliant and crude glass. Fine condition.   
 $2,500-5,000
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162.  “Geo Simons / Hartford. CT.” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1853-
1854.  Cylindrical, bright yellow green, applied heavy collared mouth -  
iron pontil mark, ht. 7 1/4 inches.  
WB pg. 15 and 16    A rare bottle; the company was only in business for 
two years. Embossed lettering has been painted white. Fine condition.  
Michael Ray collection.   $500-1,000

163.  Seam Sided Whiskey Flask, two piece mold construction, probably 
a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Medium 
yellowish orange amber, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.  
Similar to L/P plate 13, 4th row, #1    A simple, early and rare form. Fine 
condition.   $250-500

164.  “Udolpho Wolfe’s / Schiedam. / Aromatic / Schnapps.” Bottle, 
New England, 1840-1860.  Square with beveled corners, medium to deep 
yellowish olive, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 9 5/8 
inches; (one panel has some exterior high point wear near the base). 
Similar to H #349    A crude, early example with bold embossing. This 
bottle also has an interesting manufacturer’s mold repair surrounding 
the “lfe’s” of “Wolfe’s”. Fine condition.   $200-400

165.  “Harrison’s / Columbian / Ink” Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Cylindrical, light sapphire blue with a lavender hue, inward rolled 
mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 2 inches, dia. 2 1/8 inches.  
C #194    A bright and highly whittled example with great glass character. 
Fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   $400-800

166.  “Fahnestock’s / Neutral / Ink” Master Ink Bottle, America, 1840-
1860.  Hexagonal with concave panels, aquamarine, inward rolled 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 1/8 inches, dia. 1 1/2 inches; (3/16 surface bruise 
on shoulder, professionally cleaned). 
Unlisted in Covill’s text    A rare bottle with bold embossing and an 
unusual form.  James Scharnagel collection.   $250-500

167.  Eagle - “Willington / Glass, Co” Historical Flask, Willington Glass 
Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872.  Deep olive green, 
applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, quart; (obverse has 
moderate exterior high point wear). 
GII-61    An attractive example which is loaded with large and small 
bubbles. Crisp mold impression. Generally fine condition.   $400-800

168.  Freeblown Creamer, America, 1840-1860.  Bulbous body 
with tall neck flaring to rim, drawn foot and applied solid 
handle, medium to deep amethyst, inward folded rim with 
tooled pour spout - polished pontil scar, ht. 4 5/8 inches, dia. 
2 7/8 inches.  
Well executed and unusual rigaree on handle. Beautiful color. 
Fine condition.   $250-500

169.  “L.G. Co” Base Embossed Fruit Jar, Lyndeborough 
Glass Works, Lyndeborough, New Hampshire, 1860-1880.  
Cylindrical, bright lime green, applied grooved wax sealer 
mouth - smooth base, ht. 8 7/8 inches, quart.  
L #1482    A simple early jar which is scarce in this color. Fine 
condition.   $200-400
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170.  “John T. & William H. Daly New York” Wide Mouth Jar, America, 
1840-1860.  Cylindrical with expanded mouth, medium to deep yellowish 
olive, tooled wide flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 5/8 inches, dia. 3 inches; 
(2 1/2 inch fissure and two shallow flakes along the edge of the base). 
A unique and appealing jar with a wonderful whittled, swirled surface. 
Fashioned from a Daly whiskey bottle.   $500-1,000

171.  “Z.A.W. / 1708” Engraved Drinking Vessel, Europe, circa 1708.  
Cylindrical flaring to rim, colorless with a light amethyst hue, tooled 
rim - pontil scar, ht. 4 5/16 inches, greatest dia. 3 11/16 inches.  
Reverse is engraved with two rampant lions holding a crown and two 
rings. Very early and well executed. Fine condition.   $300-600

172.  “H.L. & J.W. Brown / Hartford CT.” Soda Water Bottle, America, 
1854-1860.  Cylindrical, medium bluish green, applied heavy collared 
mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 6 7/8 inches; (shallow 3/16 inch open bubble 
on edge of base, 1/8 inch area of roughness on top edge of mouth). 
WB pg. 21    Beautiful crude glass with lots of bubbles and character. 
Generally fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $200-400

173.  “Crocker’s / Gum Elastic / Self Polishing / Blacking” Bottle, 
America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners, aquamarine, 
inward rolled mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 4 1/2 inches.  
A scarce bottle from Norwich, Connecticut. Fine condition.  Michael Ray 
collection.   $300-600

174.  Pitkin Type Flask, ribbed and swirled to the left, 36 ribs, Midwest 
America, 1810-1830.  Clock face form, medium yellow amber with an 
olive tone, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 7/8 inches; (professionally 
cleaned with light remaining wear marks). 
Similar to MW color plate IV, #2    A plump little flask with an attractive 
form. Generally fine condition.   $400-800

175.  “H. Nash & Co / Root Beer / Cincinnati” Soda Bottle, America, 
1845-1860.  Twelve sided, cobalt blue, applied square collared mouth - 
iron pontil mark, ht. 9 inches; (light exterior high point wear, shallow 1/8 
inch flake from edge of mouth). 
What a beautiful bottle this is: wonderful shading, highly whittled panels 
and bold embossing. Generally fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   
 $1,000-2,000

176.  “Pat. Oct. 1874” - “Trade Mark” Figural Ink Bottle, 
America, 1874-1890.  In the form of a locomotive, aquamarine, 
ground mouth - smooth base, ht. 2 inches, lgth. 2 1/16 inches; 
(several shallow manufacturer’s flakes on edge of mouth). 
C #715    A little gem of a figural ink bottle. Fine condition.  
Ex Hugh Williamson Kelly collection, Bill Dyer collection.    
 $1,000-2,000

177.  Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, Keene Marlboro 
Street Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1850.  
Medium moss green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (3/4 
inch surface bruise and crack to right of eagle). 
GII-73    A rare and beautiful color. Bubbly glass with an 
“orange peel” exterior surface.   $200-400
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178.  “Harrison’s / Columbian / Ink” - “Patent” Master Ink Bottle, 
America, 1840-1860.  Twelve sided, light to medium cerulean, applied 
flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4 inches, dia. 4 1/8 inches.  
C #761    Beautiful color, bold embossing and an appealing size. Fine 
condition.  James Scharnagel collection.   $400-800

179.  “Carter, Wilson & Co. / Boston” Soda Water Bottle, America, 
1845-1860.  Cylindrical, medium bluish green, applied sloping collared 
mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 1/8 inches; (shallow 1/8 inch chip on edge 
of mouth, light exterior high point wear). 
A scarce Boston soda bottle with bold embossing.   $200-400

180.  Anchor And “Baltimore / Glass Works” - Phoenix And “Resurgam” 
Historical Flask, Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 1860-
1870.  Brilliant apricot with a strong yellow tone, applied double collared 
mouth - smooth base, pint.  
GXIII-53    Here’s a flask that exhibits a beautiful color, bold embossing 
and wonderful glass character. Special. Fine condition.   $1,000-2,000

181.  Blueberry Preserve Jar, Willington Glass Works, West Willington, 
Connecticut, 1860-1872.  Cylindrical with fluted shoulders and neck, deep 
yellowish olive, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 11 1/4 
inches; (1 1/8 inch fissure across an interior blob of glass). 
Similar to MW color plate VIII, #4    A rare and beautiful color for this 
bottle. Generally fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $500-1,000

182.  “Congress & Empire Spring Co / Hotchkiss’ Sons / C / New York / 
Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, 
rich yellow green with an olive tone, applied sloping collared mouth 
with ring - smooth base, pint.  
T #C-15B    A beautiful color. Glass is filled with bubbles and impurities. 
Fine condition.   $200-400

183.  Eagle And “T.W.D” - Cornucopia Historical Flask, Kensington 
Glass Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.  Pale aquamarine, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint.  
GII-43    A scarce flask with bold embossing. Fine condition.   $200-400

184.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, probably Boston and Sandwich 
Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Square with beveled 
corners, colorless, tooled flared mouth with period stopper - ground 
pontil scar, pint.  
An unlisted mold which is similar to GII-29, Type 6 stopper    An attractive 
form, being one of the few square molds. Fine condition.   $200-400

185.  Umbrella Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Octagonal, brilliant 
yellow, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 3/4 inches, dia. 2 3/8 inches.  
Similar to C #129    A stunning ink bottle with a longer neck than usual, 
numerous small bubbles and an extremely rare color. Fine condition.    
 $600-1,200
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186.  “Myers / Rock Rose / New Haven” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1845-1860.  Square with beveled corners, medium blue 
green, applied round collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 1/4 
inches; (just a hint of exterior high point wear). 
AAM pg. 376    Rare and unusual. This is the only square example 
we have seen with the round collared mouth. Fine condition.  
Michael Ray collection.   $4,000-8,000

188.  “Morse’s / Celebrated Syrup / Prov. R.I.” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1845-1860.  Oval, light blue green, applied sloping 
collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 1/4 inches.  
AAM pg. 370    Crisp and brilliant in a beautiful color.    
 $1,000-2,000

187.  “Dr H.W. Jackson / Druggist / Vegetable / Howe Syrup” 
Medicine Bottle, Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, Connecticut, 
1830-1848.  Cylindrical, medium to deep yellowish olive amber, 
applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 3/4 inches; 
(loss to edges of label, the embossing near the base of the bottle 
is somewhat weakened). 
AAM pg. 263    Rare with this mold error embossing, “Howe” 
not “Home”. An eye appealing gem of a bottle. About 30% of the 
original label remains. Fine condition.  Michael Ray collection.    
 $2,500-5,000
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189.  “C” Applied Seal Whiskey Bottle, three piece mold construction, 
America, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical, deep olive amber, applied sloping 
collared mouth with ring - pontil scar, ht. 9 1/4 inches, dia. 4 inches; (light 
exterior high point wear). 
H #2830    Retains an old collectors sticker on the base which reads “AK / 
Brooklyn Conn”. Fine condition.  Ex Charles B. Gardner collection.    
 $300-600

190.  “U.S. / Gold / Bitters / U.S. / U.S / Gold / (US $20 Coin) / U.S / 1877 /  
Registered / In U.S / Patent / Office” Bitters Bottle, America, 1877-1900.  
Square with rounded corners, modified cabin form, colorless, tooled 
sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, ht. 9 7/8 inches; (front 
panel has some light exterior haze near the base). 
R/H #U-11    A rare bottle from Augusta, Maine. Fine condition.    
 $1,000-2,000

191.  “Dr Townsend’s / Sarsaparilla / Albany / N.Y.” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1845-1860.  Square with beveled corners, medium bluish green, 
applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 1/2 inches.  
AAM pg. 521    An attractive example with strings of foamy bubbles that 
wrap around the bottle. Beautiful color. Fine condition.   $500-1,000

192.  Pitkin Type Inkwell, 36 ribs swirled to the left, probably Pitkin 
Glass Works, Manchester, Connecticut, 1783-1830.  Cylindrical slightly 
tapering from base, dark olive green, disc mouth - pontil scar, ht. 1 7/8 
inches, greatest dia. 2 3/8 inches.  
Similar to C #1146    A crude, pleasingly misshapen, inkwell. Fine 
condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $1,000-2,000

193.  Eagle - Anchor And “New London / Glass Works” Historical Flask, 
New London Glass Works, New London, Connecticut, 1856-1860.  Light 
blue green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (1/2 inch fissure runs 
across a small potstone above head of eagle). 
GII-67    A comparatively scarce flask in a beautiful light color.  Michael 
Ray collection.   $350-700

194.  “Dr Tebbetts’ / Physiogical / Hair / Regenerator” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  Rectangular with beveled corners, medium plum 
puce with deeper puce striations, applied double collared mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 7 1/2 inches; (just a touch of exterior high point wear). 
AAM pg. 510    A great example with attractive striations and crude 
bubbly glass. Fine condition.   $300-600

195.  Black Glass Wine Bottle, probably England, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, 
dark yellow olive with painted multicolor floral decorations, applied 
sloping collared mouth with ring - pontil scar, ht. 10 7/8 inches, dia. 5 5/8 
inches; (some scratching exists on the reverse shoulder area, partially 
open 3/8 inch surface bubble on upper body, some paint loss). 
Similar to MW pg. 207, #12    Paint decoration includes the date “1792”. 
Generally fine condition.   $250-500

196.  Eagle - “Willington / Glass, Co” Historical Flask, Willington Glass 
Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872.  Medium olive amber 
with a yellow tone, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, quart.  
GII-61    A crude example with a slightly expanded mouth and crisp 
mold impression. Unusual color. Fine condition.   $600-1,200
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197.  Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, possibly Keene Marlboro Street 
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1850.  Medium yellow olive, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.  
GII-72    Here’s one that is chock full of potstones and bubbles. Fine 
condition.   $150-300

198.  “London / Jockey / Clubhouse / Gin / (Horse And Rider)” Gin 
Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Square with beveled corners, deep yellowish 
olive green, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, ht. 
9 7/8 inches.  
Similar to H #862    This pristine, attic mint example has been safely 
wrapped for many years. Fine condition.   $1,200-2,400

199.  “N.J. Simonds Lawrence, Mass” Master Ink Bottle, America, 1840-
1860.  Tapering twelve sided form, aquamarine, applied sloping collared 
mouth with tooled pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 8 inches, base dia. 4 1/2 
inches; (light interior haze, light exterior high point wear). 
Unlisted in Covill’s text    Highly whittled panels and a wonderful form. 
A rare, eye appealing bottle in generally fine condition.  James Scharnagel 
collection.   $500-1,000

200.  “Royal / Italian Bitters / Registered / Trade Mark / A.M.F. 
Gianelli / Genova” Bitters Bottle, Canada, 1870-1890.  Tall tapered 
cylindrical form, medium pink amethyst, applied square collared mouth -  
smooth base, ht. 13 3/8 inches; (two open surface bubbles on neck and 
mid body, one being 7/8 inch the other 3/4 inch, light exterior wear). 
R/H #R-111    A beautiful color with an appealing size and form.    
 $400-800

201.  “N. Richardson / Trenton / NJ” - “This Bottle / N / Never Sold” 
Soda Water Bottle, America, 1845-1860.  Cylindrical, medium bluish 
green, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - iron pontil mark, ht. 
7 3/8 inches; (1 inch fissure below applied mouth, light exterior high 
point wear). 
A bright uncleaned example with bold embossing.   $150-300

202.  Prospector And “For Pike’s Peak” - Eagle And “Ceredo” Historical 
Flask, Ceredo Glass Works, Ceredo, West Virginia, 1865-1875.  Light 
bluish green, applied mouth with ring - smooth base, quart.  
GXI-34    An unusual mold design with the Eagle being so far off center. 
Fine condition.   $150-300

203.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous, colorless, tooled flared 
mouth with period stopper - pontil scar, half pint.  
GII-24, Type 24 stopper    A desirable smaller size with one of the more 
intricate mold patterns. Fine condition.   $150-300

204.  “Congress & Empire Spring Co / Hotchkiss’ Sons / C / New York / 
Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, 
brilliant olive yellow, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth 
base, pint.  
T #C-15B    A wonderful bright color and bold embossing. Fine 
condition.   $300-600
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205.  “Geo. Van Benschoten / Bridgeport / Conn.” - “Premium / 
Soda Water.” Bottle, America, 1846-1858.  Cylindrical, medium blue 
green, applied heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 inches; 
(professionally cleaned with remaining wear marks, pinpoint roughness 
on top edge of mouth). 
WB pg. 26 and 27    A scarce bottle with bold embossing. Generally fine 
condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $250-500

206.  Blueberry Preserve Jar, Willington Glass Works, West Willington, 
Connecticut, 1860-1872.  Cylindrical with fluted shoulders and neck, 
bright golden amber, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 
11 5/8 inches; (small potstone at mid body has several tiny radiations). 
Similar to MW color plate VIII, #4    One of the crudest examples we 
have seen with impurities and bubbles on top of bubbles. Generally fine 
condition.  Michael Ray collection.   $400-800

207.  Dragoon - Hound Pictorial Flask, America, 1840-1860.  Bright 
yellow with an olive tone, applied mouth with ring - pontil scar, quart; 
(just a touch of exterior high point wear). 
GXIII-16    Big, bold, beautiful and bright. Fine condition.   $750-1,500

208.  Freeblown Glass Hat Whimsey, probably New England, 1840-1860.  
Top hat form with applied wine glass stem, colorless, tooled flared brim -  
pontil scar, ht. 4 5/8 inches, brim dia. 2 1/2 inches.  
Unusual and whimsical application to a drinking vessel. Fine condition.  
Ex Ruth Webb Lee collection.   $200-400

209.  Umbrella Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Octagonal, clear light 
green, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 3/8 inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches; 
(minor loss to edges of label). 
Similar to C #129    Retains original label which reads “Permanent Blue 
Black / Writing Fluid, / For Schools, Families, & c. / Prepared with care 
at the / Laboratory Of ‘Berlin Medicines’”. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer 
collection.   $400-800

210.  Early Snuff Jar, America, 1815-1830.  Square with wide beveled 
corners, medium to deep olive green, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, 
ht. 3 1/2 inches, wdth. 1 15/16 inches; (several surface bubbles have a 
minor disturbance of the cover glass). 
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 75, 2nd row, #3    Appealing 
small size and early form. Generally fine condition.   $300-600

211.  “Patent” Reverse Embossed Mold Blown Insulator, Willington 
Glass Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872.  Octagonal cone 
form with bulbous neck ring and molded screw tip, deep olive amber, 

sheared mouth - smooth base, lgth. 5 1/8 inches; (washable 
content residue). 
KW pg. 158    There are two different molds of this insulator. 
This one has only the reversed lettered “Patent” on one panel 
and a shorter screw base. The more common example has 
“Patent” embossed twice and has a longer screw base.   
 $800-1,600

212.  “Jeny Lind” And Bust - Factory Portrait Calabash Flask, 
possibly Ravenna Glass Works, Ravenna, Ohio, 1857-1860.  
Bright bluish aquamarine, applied round collared mouth - 
tubular pontil scar, quart; (1/8 inch open surface bubble on 
base wear ring, 1/8 inch flake on tree to right of factory). 
GI-104    A bright, beautiful example. Generally fine 
condition.   $150-300
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213.  Old English Paperweight Related Drinking Vessel, England, 
1920-1930.  Cylindrical tumbler form, colorless with multicolor cane base, 
tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 4 1/8 inches, greatest dia. 3 3/8 inches; (5 1/2 
inch U-shaped fissure surrounds the pontil scar). 
Beautiful and useful. Generally fine condition.   $100-200

214.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, probably America, 1820-1840.  Square 
with beveled corners, emerald green, tooled flared mouth with pour 
spout and matching period stopper - polished pontil scar, ht. with stopper 
8 1/2 inches; (potstone on corner shows iridescence of cover glass, several 
1/16 inch flakes on edge of base). 
GII-28    Beautiful color and early form. Generally fine condition.    
 $800-1,600

215.  Sunburst Flask, Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, Keene, New 
Hampshire, 1815-1830.  Brilliant rich yellow with an olive tone, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, pint; (moderate exterior high point wear, 1/2 inch 
chip on edge of base, 1 1/2 inch crack in neck and shoulder, 1 inch chip 
on side of neck). 
GVIII-1    OK, it’s got some flaws, but what a rare and beautiful color!    
$300-600

216.  “Geo Upp Jr. / York Pa.” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1860-1870.  
Flat bottom torpedo form, aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth -  
smooth base, lgth. 8 1/2 inches; (light patchy interior haze). 
A boldly embossed bottle with attractive surface whittle. Fine condition.  
Michael Ray collection.   $300-600

217.  “Hover / Phil.a” Master Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical, 
light blue green, applied sloping collared mouth with tooled pour spout -  
pontil scar, ht. 9 1/4 inches.  
Similar to C #767    A crisp, clean example with bold embossing and 
highly whittled glass. Embossed lettering has been painted white. Fine 
condition.  James Scharnagel collection.   $250-500

218.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous with solid circular foot, 
colorless, tooled flared mouth with period stopper - pontil scar, pint.  
GV-12, Type 24 stopper    Beautiful glass clarity and mold design. Fine 
condition.   $100-200

219.  “Congress & Empire Spring Co / Hotchkiss’ Sons / C / New York / 
Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, 
dense olive green, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth 
base, pint.  
T #C-15B    A scarce bottle in a color which approaches black. Fine 
condition.   $150-300

220.  “Udolpho Wolfe’s / Schiedam. / Aromatic / Schnapps.” Bottle, 
America, 1840-1860.  Square with beveled corners, medium to deep 
yellow olive, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 8 inches.  
A scarce earlier pontiled example with bold embossing and lots of 
bubbles. Fine condition.   $200-400
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